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This Is (Not), the series explores what it is that makes an object 
an object and whose decision this is to make.
Design: Jeremy Brown, www.jeremybrowndesign.com

White, limited edition of 50 individual white chandeliers in 
which objets trouvés meet bling and trash is made equal to 
treasure through the application of uniform colour.
Design: Winnie Lui, www.innermost.co.uk

Blaue Blume, heat that penetrates where they eye 
cannot go, where the hand cannot reach.
Design: Tina Tsang, www.undergrowthdesign.com

Chandelier, made of precious vintage crystal 
glasses by jewellery designer John Harrington
www.johnharrington.co.uk

Pong- pendant 
Design: Studio Make Light
www.studiomakelight.com

Black Nouveau,Black Nouveau, this opulent range of black glass 
is made using traditional free-blown techniques to create is made using traditional free-blown techniques to create 
elegant fluid forms with a shiny rich reflective quality.elegant fluid forms with a shiny rich reflective quality.
Design: Rothschild & Bickers
www.rothschildbickers.com

Jeeves and Wooster,Jeeves and Wooster, were designed 
as a playful take on lighting with as a playful take on lighting with 
a real sense of cultural identity.a real sense of cultural identity.
Design: Jake PhippsDesign: Jake Phipps
www.jakephipps.comwww.jakephipps.com

Maid chair,Maid chair,Maid chair,Maid chair, this chair is not about parts  this chair is not about parts 
and materials. It is about flesh and desires. and materials. It is about flesh and desires. 
Its shapes follow sensual curves of the Its shapes follow sensual curves of the 
ideal feminine body; it’s proportions are ideal feminine body; it’s proportions are 
pushing fantasies to the surface. Design: pushing fantasies to the surface. Design: 
Nika ZupancNika Zupanc
www.nika-zupanc.netwww.nika-zupanc.net

Build your Myth,Build your Myth, a set of dumb-bells in solid brass,  a set of dumb-bells in solid brass, 
that come in weights of 1.5 and 3kgs. that come in weights of 1.5 and 3kgs. 
Design: Greece is for LoversDesign: Greece is for Lovers
www.greeceisforlovers.comwww.greeceisforlovers.com

+ RING ME, the true social business card. A bespoke ring, 
personalised with your own telephone number, allowing you to 
print your number wherever you go. Sexy, stylish and a naughty 
little number! Design: Ring Leader, little number! Design: Ring Leader, www.ring-leader.comwww.ring-leader.com

Key Ring
Design: Chloe CoulsonDesign: Chloe Coulson
www.notanotherdesigner.co.ukwww.notanotherdesigner.co.uk

a DAMn° view on products


